Why Choose Perma-Boot®?

Old-fashioned rubber boots around plumbing vent pipes can deteriorate when exposed to sun and temperature extremes causing them to crack and leave a gap where water can enter the house.

Perma-Boot® Is The Fast & Permanent Solution.

Colors Available:

- Black
- Brown
- Gray
- Weathered Wood
Permanent Solution For A Deteriorated & Failing Gasket

LIFETIME WARRANTY • INSTALLS IN MINUTES

No Shingle Removal Required!

• No Rubber Or Neoprene Gasket To Fail
• Designed For All Standard Roof Pitches From 3/12 To 12/12
• Sizes Available: 1.5” / 2” / 3” / 4”

Also Available for New Construction!

Damage Caused By Conventional Boot Failure

PREVENT LEAKS BEFORE THEY HAPPEN